
More FM - “More FM $100k Pop Quiz”
By entering into this More FM $100k Pop Quiz promotion (the Promotion), you agree to all of these
terms and conditions.

Promotion Details
Entry Period

● Entry opens on 22 July 2024 at 7:45 am and closes on 14 August 2024 at 5:00 pm (Entry
Period).

● The winner will be announced on 15 August 2024.

Prize Details.

This Promotion has two prizes:

1. A Minor Prize - a cash prize of $1,000.00 (NZD)
2. A Major Prize - a cash prize of $100,000.00 (NZD)

The Prizes will be deposited into a Prize winner’s bank account within 14 working days from the date
the Promoter receives the Prize winner’s bank account details.

How to play for a Minor Prize

Each weekday, the More FM Breakfast Club with Lana, Adam and Paul and More FM Drive with Sarah
& Flynny will give entrants the opportunity to answer ten (10) general knowledge questions. The entrant
must answer all ten (10) questions correctly within 60 seconds to be eligible for the Minor Prize.

Entry is via phone and to be eligible for the Minor Prize, entrants must be the first caller through on the
phone number stipulated on air when they hear the “cue-to-call” playing between 7:45 am and 8:00 am
weekdays during the Entry Period.

The Promoter may choose another caller if a selected caller does not meet the Promotion requirements
or has a bad phone line.

Entrants acknowledge that their call may be played live on air, or recorded and played on air at a later
time.

Entrants may enter as many times as they like via the phone call entry method.



How to play for the Major Prize

To play for the Major Prize, entrants will be selected by way of a draw. There are two ways to be
selected to enter the draw:

● An entrant plays the Pop Quiz for a Minor Prize; or
● An entrant is selected to answer one (1) Pop Quiz question by calling in (when prompted)

during the weekday:
○ at 7.45am to either the More FM Breakfast Club shows (including John, Flash & Toast in

Northland, Nick & Jacque in Rodney, Matt in Coromandel, Bevan Chapman in Gisborne
and Wairoa, Ken & Anna in Taranaki, Andrew Leiataua in Taupo, Gareth & Sarah in
Manawatu, Brent Gare in Wairarapa, Joel Palmer in Queenstown and Central Otago
plus Simon Edwards in Southland); or

○ at any other times (decided by the Promoter) on other More FM shows held during the
day

If the entrant answers correctly, they will be able to enter the draw for the Major Prize draw.

On Thursday August 15, the Promoter will, out of all valid entries, randomly select one of the entrants
(the Finalist) to travel to the More FM studio in either Auckland (17 Hargreaves Street, Auckland) or
Christchurch (335 Lincoln Road, Addington) on 15 August 2024, between 7:45am and 8am to compete
in More FM’s $100k Pop Quiz live.The Finalist must be present in person at the designated More FM
studio. Reasonable travel costs will be paid for by the Promoter.

The Finalist will be asked to select Question Set A or Question Set B. The Finalist will be required to
answer ten (10) questions. The Finalist must answer all ten (10) questions correctly within 60 seconds
to win the Major Prize.

Conditions

● Promotion conditions include:
○ Entrants must be aged 18 years and older.
○ Entrants must be residents of New Zealand.
○ Entrants agree that, if selected by the Promoter, the Promoter can record them and

disseminate such recordings in connection with this Promotion.
○ Entrants agree that their phone calls or any recordings or other assets they provide as

part of the promotion may be played on air or put on the promoters online platforms.
○ A winner of a Prize agrees to have their photo taken and consents to the Promoter

sharing that photo on its online platforms.
○ The Promoter may pass on a winner’s details to the Promotion partner for the purposes

of providing the Prizes.

Promoter

● MediaWorks Radio Limited (company number 4586999).

Rules

● The Rules that apply to this Promotion are the Specific Rules (being the rules set out above),
together with the General Rules.



● By entering into this Promotion, you agree to the Rules and confirm that you have the
necessary authority (for example from the bill payer or owner of a telephone) to enter into the
Promotion.



GENERAL RULES

1. The Specific Rules for a Promotion, along with these General Rules, form the terms and conditions
for the Promotion (the Rules).

2. The Promotion is open to New Zealand residents only. In addition to any restrictions noted in the
Specific Rules, the following individuals may not enter this Promotion:
a. employees of MediaWorks, participating sponsors, promoters and/or associated advertising

agencies (and their family members);
b. anyone who has won a prize from the channel/station running this Promotion either:

i. within the 14 days prior to the Promotion start date; or
ii. if the prize was valued at over $50, during the period 6 months prior to the

Promotion start date;
c. anyone who has been made aware of non-public details of the Promotion by employees of

MediaWorks, participating sponsors, promoters and/or associated advertising agencies (and
their family members);

d. anyone under 18 years old, unless otherwise stated in the Specific Rules.
3. Unless otherwise specified in the specific rules, entrants must complete all stages of entry

themselves. Entries cannot be sent in through agents or third parties on another person’s behalf,
and websites or multiple accounts will be disqualified.

4. MediaWorks’ decision is final in relation to the selection of prize winner(s), any dispute regarding
the Rules, and/or the conduct or the results of a Promotion.

5. MediaWorks reserves the right to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the Promotion or Prize
and/or vary the Rules at any time without prior notice.

6. MediaWorks may refuse or disqualify any entry (including winning entries) if MediaWorks decides
in its sole discretion that the entrant has not complied with these Rules, or if he or she has acted in
a way which MediaWorks reasonably considers to be inappropriate, unlawful, offensive or
otherwise not in the spirit of the Promotion. If the winning entry is disqualified, MediaWorks
reserves the right to award the prize to another entrant without notice to the disqualified entrant(s).

7. Where a winner is selected by a voting mechanism: MediaWorks’ decision on voting arrangements
and validity of votes will be final. MediaWorks reserves the right to discount votes if MediaWorks
suspects bulk voting is taking, or has taken place, to inappropriately influence or manipulate the
voting procedures. MediaWorks reserves the right to disqualify anyone who is suspected of
engaging in, or benefitting from, irregular or fraudulent voting.

8. If you are entering a Promotion via text, your service provider may charge you for that text.
9. The Promotion is governed by New Zealand law.

PRIZES

10. MediaWorks reserves the right to substitute the prize(s) for a prize of equivalent or greater
monetary value.

11. If the winner(s) can’t be contacted within a reasonable time period or are not able or available to
accept the prize for any reason which is beyond MediaWorks' reasonable control, then
MediaWorks reserves the right to award the prize to another entrant.

12. Prizes are personal to the winners and can’t be transferred to someone else. If the winner can’t
accept the prize for any reason (e.g. the winner can’t travel on the required dates), MediaWorks
can award the prize to another winner. Prizes are not exchangeable for cash or another item.

13. Where the prize includes air travel and/or accommodation, either international or domestic, the
winner (and any travel companion) are responsible for paying all additional costs associated with
the prize that are not specifically included, including (where applicable) transport to and from the
respective airports, and any other transport (other than the flights awarded as part of the prize),



accommodation, meal costs, spending money, insurance, travel documentation and all other
incidentals. Winners must be responsible for having a valid passport and organising and meeting
any visa requirements.

14. MediaWorks will not be liable for any prize(s) that do not reach the winners for reasons beyond
MediaWorks’ reasonable control. Where a prize is being supplied by a third party, MediaWorks
accept no responsibility in connection with the provision of the prize, including without limitation,
the failure of the winner to receive ownership of, or use of, the prize or any performance issues
associated with the prize.

15. MediaWorks will not be liable for failure to provide (or delay in providing) the Prize resulting from
any events, circumstances or causes beyond its reasonable control, including but not limited to
acts of god (natural disasters), acts of war or terrorism, national emergencies, issues of public
health and safety, mechanical breakdown, industry disputes, riots or failure of communication or
power supply or voluntary or involuntary compliance with any regulation, law or order of any
government.

16. COVID-19 - While it is currently possible to travel internationally without quarantining, this could
change at any time. This could mean your return is delayed and/or in exceptional circumstances
you may be required to enter quarantine or isolation. By undertaking travel at this time, you accept
that it will be your responsibility to manage any COVID-19 related travel disruption and associated
costs (including but not limited to the cost of entering quarantine or the cost of sourcing your own
accommodation if your return flight is delayed).

17. Prizes may be subject to additional terms and conditions imposed by a third party (for example,
vouchers may have additional terms and conditions and/or an expiry date or in the case of travel,
additional terms and conditions may be imposed by airlines, service providers and venues).

18. MediaWorks will not be responsible for any loss or damage suffered by entrants or anyone else as
a result of, arising out of, or in any way connected with the Promotion or its prizes.

19. Where the Promotion is conducted across social media:
a. Entrants’ conduct must comply with the rules of that social media platform.
b. The Promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with

Facebook, Twitter, Tiktok, Instagram or Snapchat. These social media platforms are in no way
responsible for any aspect of the Promotion.

PERSONAL INFORMATION

20. By entering this Promotion, entrants agree to the use of their names, photographs and likeness for
promotional/advertising purposes, and agree to make themselves reasonably available for this
purpose. Any copyright associated with an entry will be owned by MediaWorks.

21. MediaWorks collects and holds personal information provided by entrants for the purposes of
administering this Promotion and for future MediaWorks promotional purposes. All personal
information provided by entrants will be held by MediaWorks and will not be provided to third
parties unless otherwise specifically set out. Under the Privacy Act 2020, entrants have the right to
access and correct their personal information. Please refer to MediaWorks’ Privacy Policy at
https://images.mediaworks.nz/aem/corporate/Privacy_Notice.pdf for more information about how
MediaWorks uses personal information.

https://images.mediaworks.nz/aem/corporate/Privacy_Notice.pdf

